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Baobab Insights weekly round-up
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In our Easter roundup, we look at Standard Bank's strategic investment into Payment24,
US VC fund Enygma Ventures makes a big play in South Africa's Ed-Tech space, and
there's a Logistics chart of the week.  

Happy Easter!

Standard Bank has acquired a 40% stake in South African fuel management start-up
Payment24 Group.

Based in Cape Town, Payment24 provides clients with a range of solutions, including a
fuel management platform, fleet fuel management solutions, mobile fuelling solutions,
vehicle tracking, telematics and geofencing solutions. Payment24 started life back 2014,
and gained strong market traction before banking investment from 500 Start-Ups in
2017. 

Announcing the news last week, Payment24's joint CEOs Shadab Rahil and Nolan Daniel
said that the new deal comes "on the back of a successful three-year relationship with
various divisions of Standard Bank."
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The bank's ownership of Payment24 will be 40%, although the actual value of the deal was
not disclosed. 

Standard Bank have been quite active in South Africa's venture space in the last 12
months. In May 2019, they became Founders Factory's anchor Fintech investor, and in
August of last year, they invested in Nomanini's Series D round.

Our analysts looked at how South Africa's Transport and Logistics sector fared versus
other industries last year, in terms of deal volumes: 

(You can see all the data behind the chart  here). 

This announcement, combined with the launch of Newtown Partners new CVC Logistics
fund which we reported on back in March, suggests that Transport and Logistics in SA is
gaining strong traction from institutional investors. 

Healthcare hacks

We continue our analysis of innovations aimed at reducing the impact of COVID-19
across Africa

Nigerian digital consumer banking start-up Kuda has launched a COVID-19 fund to
help buy and distribute food and other essentials to people badly affected by the economic
impacts of the pandemic in Lagos.

Source: Disrupt Africa

A team of engineers and clinical anaesthetists with training from UCT’s medical
department in South Africa have started to  design and produce ventilators.

Source: Ventureburn

News

Swoop Aero raises further VC funding to deliver vaccines by drone in the Équateur
province of DRC
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Swoop Aero, founded in Australia 2017, received further funding last week, co-led by 
Tempus Partners and Right Click Capital to help it commence flight operations to 
deliver vaccines by drone in the Équateur province of DRC. This builds upon the work

Swoop's team have been doing in Malawi in the last 18 months. 

Source: Tech Moran

Kenyan logistics start-up Amitruck raises funding from GreenTec
 

GreenTec Capital has announced an investment in Kenya’s  Amitruck, a mobile and
web-based trucking logistics platform that brings together cargo owners and transporters.

Source: Apps Africa

Deals

SA ed-tech start-up Play Sense has secured $450k from US VC Enygma

Ventures 

Yves Guillemot, Founder & CEO of French video games giant Ubisoft S.A. has

invested an in Franco-Nigerian start-up Africa Delivery Technologies SAS, operator

of the Kwik Delivery service in Nigeria

Chart of the week

Last year, we published a report looking at Africa's Transport and Logistics venture

landscape. As we were working on this week's Standard Bank analysis, we came across

one of our favourite charts from 2019; a heat map showing how the distribution of digital
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transport and logistics solutions varies country by country:

 

 
Source: Baobab Insights

Start-up spotlight 

This week, we spotlight Kenyan healthcare start-up Ilara Health, a company that

provides affordable diagnostic equipment to patients and healthcare providers in peri-urban

areas across East Africa. 

 

Ilara Health, who raised seed funding in August 2019 from investors including 

Chandaria Capital and ShakaVC, launched a readiness package last week that will

allow peri-urban clinics and pharmacies to be the first line of defence against the COVID-

19 pandemic. 
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An impactful company with a bright future ahead of them! (Thanks to our friends at 

Disrupt Africa for sharing this story). 

Source: Ilara Health

 
Know a company building something cool?
Nominate them for our weekly spotlight at team@baobabinsights.com. 

Get in touch
Want to learn more about our content or send us feedback? Email us on

team@baobabinsights.com. 
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Data in this newsletter comes from Baobab Insights. Join Standard
Chartered, Sanofi, Zephyr Acorn, Bluehaven Initiative, Johnson &
Johnson and tonnes of other clients to get access to Africa’s best VC
data.
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